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Temperature cycling optical hole-burning experiments on cresyl violet in ethanol glass are reported. At 1.3 K a hole is burned 
and measured. The temperature if then raised to 2.1 IQ the hole is measured. The temperature is returned to I, 3 K, and the hole 
is again measured. The hole is observed to be narrow at 1.3 K, broader at 2.1 K, and then narrow again when the temperature is 
returned to 1.3 IL. Using the time-dependent hole widths and photon echo data at the two temperatures, the results can be ac- 
counted for quantitatively using the tunneling two-level system model of glasses. Models of glasses, which involve processes such 
as spatial diffusion of defects, cannot account for the data. 

1. Introduction 

Glasses, unlike crystals, do not have a fixed, time- 
independent structure. They are inherently non- 
equilibrium systems with a vast variety of local 
structures. The structures evolve under the influence 
of thermally driven mechanical perturbations. Struc- 
tural changes have been invoked to explain the 
anomalous heat capacities of glasses [ 1,2], thermal 
conductivity [ 1,2 1, phonon echoes [ 31, as well as a 
variety of optical experiments including photon 
echoes [ 4,5 ] and hole-burning experiments [ 5,6 1. 

The results of all the experiments discussed above 
have been analyzed in some manner using the tua- 
neling two-level system (TLS) model of glass dy- 
namics [ 1,2]. In the TLS model, it is assumed that 
a local structural change in the glass can be described 
as a transition between two halves a double well po- 
tential, each half representing a particular local 
structure. A change in the local structure corre- 
sponds to phonon assisted resonant tunneling from 
one side of the asymmetric double well to the other. 
The wide variety of local glass configurations is rep- 
resented by broad distributions of double well asym- 
metries (energy level splittings) and tunneling pa- 
rameters (matrix elements coupling the two wells). 

In terms of the TLS model, the anomalous capac- 
ities of glasses are explained by transitions from the 

low energy side of the double well to the high energy 
side as the temperature is increased [ 1,2]. For a flat 
distribution of TLS asymmetries (equal probability 
of any energy splitting) a contribution to the heat 
capacity linear in temperature, T’, is predicted as an 
addition to the normal Debye T3 heat capacity [ 1,2]. 
This is close to what is observed experimentally in 
many .glasses. As another example, for chromo- 
phores in glasses, exponential photon echo decays 
with an approximately T ’ temperature dependence 
can be explained by employing a flat distribution of 
TLS asymmetries and an approximately flat distri- 
bution of tunneling parameters [ 4,5 1. The facts that 
optical hole widths of chromophores in glasses are 
wider than the Fourier transform of the correspond- 
ing photon echo decays [ 51 and that the hole widths 
increase as the time between burning and reading the 
hole is increased [7] are explained by the broad dis- 
tribution of fluctuation rates produced by the broad 
distributions of TLS asymmetries and tunneling pa- 
rameters [ 5,8 ]. 

The TLS model should be viewed as an approxi- 
mate way of describing the collection of complex lo- 
cal potential surfaces on which dynamics occur. The 
essential physical idea is that the local potential sur- 
faces arefixed. Dynamics are associated with a very 
limited number of degrees of freedom. The small 
structural changes that occur are transitions between 
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local minima on the fixed potential surface. 

A central question in the delineation of the nature 
of glasses is the validity of the basic concept behind 
the TLS model, i.e. the fixed potential surface. While 
the TLS model has had great success in explaining a 
wide variety of phenomena, other models have also 
been successful [ 9, lo]. These models involve spatial 
diffusion of defects or particles or other mechanisms 
which cause the local potential surfaces to evolve in 
time. These models are diametrically opposed to the 
TLS models in that they do not require fixed poten- 
tial surfaces. 

The experiments and associated theory presented 
below are the first to clearly demonstrate the exis- 
tence of fixed potential surfaces, and therefore con- 
firm the TLS model. A hole in the spectrum of cresyl 
violet in ethanol glass is burned and read out at 1.3 
K. The temperature is raised to 2.1 K, and the hole 
is observed to have broadened substantially. At the 
higher temperature, dynamics which are frozen out 
at the lower temperature become thermally acti- 
vated, broadening the hole. When the temperature is 
returned to 1.3 K, the hole narrows to a value con- 
sistent with the temperature and the time between 
burning and reading. While any of the models of glass 
dynamics can account for the broadening of the hole 
when the temperature is raised, only the TLS model, 
with its fixed potential surfaces, predicts that the hole 
narrows again when the temperature is lowered. Be- 
cause the potential surfaces are fixed, changes in 
structure which occurred at higher temperature are 
reversed when the sample is returned to the lower 
temperature. The original low temperature struc- 
tures are recovered, and the hole is returned to its 
low temperature width. 

2. Experiments and results 

The experiments are performed in a ethanol glass 
lightly doped with cresyl violet chromophores. Op- 
tical dephasing properties of this system have been 
studied extensively with photon echoes [ 111, per- 
sistent hole burning [ 111, and time-dependent hole 
burning (variation in the waiting, Tw, time between 
burning and reading the hole) [ 71. Previously, the 
fluctuation rate distribution at 1.3 K between 0.1 and 
5000 s has been mapped out [ 7 1. 
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The sample is prepared by rapid cooling of a so- 
lution of 1.3 x 1 0w4 mol/L! cresyl violet 670 perchlo- 
rate (Exiton) in anhydrous ethanol in a 1 mm thick 
spectroscopic cuvette. The cooling rate is sufficiently 
fast that only the true amorphous glassy state is pre- 
pared [ 51. During the experiment, the sample is im- 
mersed in superfluid 4He. The temperature is con- 
trolled via the regulation of the 4He vapor pressure. 

A cw scanning single model dye laser (2 MHz 
bandwidth) is used to bum and detect (read) spec- 
tral holes in the inhomogeneously broadened ab- 
sorption line. The wavelength of the laser is set at 
621 nm, the red edge of the inhomogeneous spec- 
trum. The optical density of the sample is 0.6. The 
laser beam diameter is 0.4 mm. The burning time 
and fluence range from lo-30 ms and 20-60 pJJ/cm’, 
respectively. 

At a series of waiting time ( Tw) after burning, the 
holes are detected by scanning the dye laser fre- 
quency and monitoring the transmission of the laser 
beam. The reading beam intensity is 5 X 10m4 of the 
burning. The scan rate”is 80 MHz/ms. The detection 
time is much shorter than the waiting time at all Tw. 
The procedure is identical to that of recent time-de- 
pendent hole-burning measurements [ 71. 

The time evolutions (Tw dependence) of hole 
widths measured at 1.3 K and 2.1 K without tem- 
perature cycling are shown in fig. 1. Tw is varied from 
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Fig. 1. Time evolutions of the hole widths. Upper trace: burned 
and detected at 2.1 K. Lower trace: burned and detected at 1.3 
K. The solid lines are fit to log-normal fluctuation rate distribu- 
tions. The fit also provide information about the energy distri- 
bution of the TLS. 
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0.1 to 5000 s. At both temperatures the holes broaden 
significantly during the observation time interval. As 
discussed previously for the 1.3 K results [ 71, the 
data can be fit (solid lines through the data) to a log- 
normal fluctuation rate distribution. At the higher 
temperature, the extent of the fluctuations is greater, 
yielding broader holes. Details about these measure- 
ments will be presented in a subsequent publication. 
What is relevant to the present paper is that the cen- 
ter rates of the distributions are insensitive to the 
temperature, and that the short Tw limit of the hole 
width follows the same temperature dependence as 
the photon echo dephasing rate, T 1.2 [ 111. 

In the temperature cycling experiment, a hole is 
burned at 1.3 K. While the spectrum of hole is being 
measured as a function of T,, the temperature is 
raised to 2.1 K. This temperature is maintained for 
several minutes, and the hole spectrum is measured. 
The temperature is then returned to 1.3 K, and hole 
spectrum measurements are continued. The temper- 
ature is changed by varying the vapor pressure of the 
4He bath, The time intervals for increasing and de- 
creasing the temperature are about 1.5 and 5 min, 
respectively. Since the superfluid 4He has excellent 
thermal conductivity, the temperature of the sample 
tracks that of the bath. 

The spectral hole is detected before, during and 
after the temperature cycling. Spectra of the hole de- 
tected during these three time periods are shown in 
fig. 2. The hole broadens when the temperature is 
raised, and narrows again when the temperature is 
decreased. The T, dependence during the tempera- 
ture cycle is plotted in fig. 3. The calculated solid 
curves from fig. 1 are also plotted as references. 

The key feature of the temperature cycling data is 
that, after returning to the original temperature, the 
widths of the hole coincide with those observed 
without going through the temperature cycle. The line 
broadening caused by the temperature increase is 
reversible. 

As will be shown, this behavior indicates that the 
local fluctuations around a chromophore are about 
a definite configuration of minimum energy, i.e. there 
is a global minimum in the glass structure that does 
not change on the experimental scale. In addition, 
the structure must be able to relax to its minimum 
energy configuration within the experimental time 
scale. This requires the relaxation rates to be either 
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Fig. 2. Effects of temperature cycling on the hole spectra. (a) Hole 
spectrum at T= 1.3 K and T,=20 s, before temperature in- 
crease; (b) at Tz2.1 K and T,= 160 s, after temperature in- 
crease; iind (c) T= 1.3 K and T,= 2000 s, after temperature re- 
turned to 1.3 K. 

much faster than the waiting time or, as is the case 
here, insensitive to the temperature. 

In section 3, the temperature cycling data will be 
analyzed quantitatively. First, however, the problem 
will be analyzed qualitatively. The hole is burned at 
a temperature of To. According to the TLS model, 
the TLS with energy E<lcT, are continuously fluc- 
tuating between their high and low energy states, 
while the TLS with E> kTo are frozen in their ground 
states. Therefore, the width of the hole detected 
shortly after the burning (fig. 3) is induced only by 
the low energy TLS. When the temperature is raised 
to T, > To, the TLS with kT,-zE i kT, become tber- 
mahy excited, This causes additional fluctuations that 
broaden the hole (fig. 3). When the temperature is 
returned to To, the TLS with E> kT, return to their 
ground states. Thus the component of the contigu- 
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F& 3. Time evolution of temperature cycled hole width com- 
pared with the theory. 0: data from three separate experiments. 
Dashed line: calculation without adjustable parameters using 
constants obtained from fig. 1 tits. Solid lines: same as those in 
fig. 1 (shown as reference ) . 

ration which was modified by the dynamics of the 

high energy TLS at the higher temperature is re- 

turned to a state which is identical to that before the 
temperature cycling. Again, the width of the hole is 
only induced by the TLS with E-C kT,. The fixed lo- 
cal potential surface about each chromophore allows 
the high energy TLS to return to their initial states, 
and therefore return the chromophore to its initial 
position in the spectral line. In this manner the hole 
broadening at the higher temperature can be re- 
versed when the system is returned to the lower 
temperature. 

In contrast, in a particle or defect diffusion model, 
or in any model in which the local potential surface 
about each chromophore evolves, there is no specific 
fixed configuration around each chromophore. After 
a temperature cycle, for example, diffusing defects 
do not return to their original positions. The config- 
urations around the chromophores differ from those 
before the temperature cycling, resulting in perma- 
nent shifts of the chromophores’ resonance frequen- 
cies - irreversible hole broadening. 

3. Theory 

In this section, the temperature cycling experi- 
ment is analyzed quantitatively as a test of the TLS 

model. The TLS model has been successful in de- 
scribing the results of photon echo and hole-burning 
measurements in glasses [4-61. The observed 
Lorentzian hole shapes and the quasilinear temper- 
ature dependence of the hole widths can be derived 
with the TLS model. However, it is possible to ex- 
plain previous optical experiments using a defect or 
particle diffusion model, as has been done for heat 
capacities [ 9,101 and other experiments on glasses. 

It has been proven [ 5,8] that the hole spectrum is 
the Fourier transform of the four point correlation 
function which describes the stimulated echo [ 12- 
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I(%-WI; Tvf)=fIC(c rw, 7) 1 . (1) 

For weakly coupled TLS, the four-point correlation 
function can be rewritten as [ 8,141 

C(r, Tw, r)=exp{-N<l-exp]i&z, Tw)I)H,~,A), 
(2) 

g(z, Tw)=h( 1 h(t) dt- WrT/z(l) di) , (2a) 
0 nv+t 

where N, the total number of the TLS in the aver- 
aging volume, is assumed to be large. The averages 
in the exponent are over the random history path, H, 
the spatial distribution, r, and the internal parame- 
ters, ,J of the TLS. Ao is the coupling between the 
TLS and the chromophore. h(t) is a random tele- 
gram function that only takes on values of + 1 and 
- 1, which accounts for the sign change of the cou- 
pling when the TLS changes state. 

For hole burning experiments, the waiting time is 
much longer than the coherence time of the chro- 
mophore, Tw 2 7. The history average in this limit 
becomes [ 8 ] 

(l-exp(iyl)),=p+_[l-exp(2iAwr)l 

+p_+[l-exp(-2iAor)], (3) 

where p+ _ (p_ + ) is the joint probability of finding 
the TLS in the upper (lower) energy state at t= 0 and 
in the lower (upper) energy state at t= Tw, and can 
be explicitly written as 

P+-=P+(O)P-[TWIP+(O)=~I 1 

P-+=P-(O)P+[T,IP-(O)=~I 9 (4) 
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where p+ (p_ ) is the upper (lower) population of 
the TLS with respect to its local field. Substituting 
eq. (4) into eq. ( 3), we obtain the general result of 
the history average to be 

{P+(O)P-[~wIP+(O)=11 

+P-(0)p+[~wIp+(0)=lljsin2(Awr) - (5) 

Here we have taken into account that the sign of the 
coupling Aw is uncorrelated to the orientation of the 
local field experienced by the TLS. Therefore, the 
imaginary parts in eq. (3 ) cancel. 

For dipolar coupling, AwzP--~, and a uniform 
spatial distribution of the TLS, the spatial average 
can be calculated [ 5,8]. The four-point correlation 
function decay is found to be an exponential that re- 
sults in a Lorentzian hole shape, as is observed. The 
width of the\hole is given by 

Thus the entire problem reduces to solving the equa- 
tion of motion of the TLS. 

Since in a hole-burning experiment the line broad- 
ening is caused by steady state fluctuations, the 
regression of the fluctuations, i.e. the motion of a 
subset of identical TLS, is described by 

&U)-Neq) 

=]&(G-Lb(eq)l ew[-Nt-t0)1, 

AP=P+ -P- 7 (7) 

where &(eq) is the population difference at equi- 
librium, determined by the Boltzmann distribution, 
and R is the relaxation rate towards equilibrium [ 8 1. 

Take the temperature cycle to be described by a 
step function, 

T(l)=&, tdtl, 

=T,, tls<f<tz, 

=T,, bt,. (8) 

Then the initial probability is p+ (0) =p+ (eq; To). 
The conditional probability p_ [ T, Ip+ (0) = 1 ] for 
the TLS is calculated to be 

P&K To)~l-expWWd~wl~, 

TwGtt, VW 

t,<Tw<tZ., (9b) 

p-tea To){l-exp[-R(To)(Tw-t2)1} 

+p- (t2)exp[-R(~o)(Tw-t,)l, 

Tw>t2, (9c) 

One can. show that p+ [ Tw Ip- (0) = 1 ] has the same 
functional form. 

For single phonon assisted resonant tunneling, the 
relaxation rate is very weakly dependent on the tem- 
perature, R(T) wcoth(E/2kT) [ 1,2 1. In the tem- 
perature range of interest, it can be taken to be in- 
dependent of T, R( T, ) =R( To). This is consistent 
with our experimental observation (see section 2). 
Thus it is easy to see that eq. (SC) becomes identical 
to eq. (9a) in the long waiting time limit, Tw 3 t2. 
In practice this condition can always be satisfied in 
a waiting time-dependent hole-burning measure- 
ment because spectral diffusion broadens the hole on 
a log time scale. Since eq. (9a). describes the situa- 
tion where no temperature cycling is present, we are 
led to the conclusion that the temperature cycle does 
not affect the long time behavior of the hole 
spectrum. 

To calculate the temperature cycling data, it is nec- 
essary to average over all of the TLS. Following ref. 
[ 8 1, we reduce the average over the internal param- 
eters of the TLS in eq. (6) to an average over the 
fluctuation rate distribution. The final expression for 
the time evolution of the hole width including the 
temperature cycle is 

A%(7’w)=Ac-)o(l-exp(-RTw)),, 

Tw<t,, 

=AAcoo(l-exp[-R(Tw-tl)])R 

+Aw,(exp[-R(Tw-h)l-exp(-RTw)),, 

t,GTw<t,, 

=Aoo(l-exp[-R(T,-t2)] 

+exp[-R(T,-t,)l-exp(-RTw)), 

tAAw,{exp[-R(T,-t,)] 

-exp[-RUw-h)l),, 

Tw>tz, (10) 
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where A is a scaling constant given by the ratio 

O+(eq; TO) &Ax; T,)+~-(eq; TO) P+(W T,))E 
20, (eq; To)p- (eq: ToI h 

(W 

Here we have neglected the temperature dependence 
of R. 

In fig. 3, eq. ( 10) is plotted without adjustable pa- 
rameters (dashed line) using the constants obtained 
from fitting the standard waiting timedependent 
hole-burning measurements (no temperature cycle, 
fig. 1) at 1.3 and 2.1 K. The temperature cycling 
times are t , = 50 s and t2= 500 s. The agreement be- 
tween experiment and the theory based on the TLS 
model is quite remarkable. 

4. Concluding remarks 

The key feature of the experiments and theory pre- 
sented here is that temperature induced spectral 
broadening is reversible in a low temperature glass. 
This implies that the local structures surrounding the 
chromophores are essentially fixed. The spectral 
broadening is caused by transitions among local 
minima on a fixed potential surface. Dynamics on 
the fixed potential surface can be accurately de- 
scribed using the TLS model. Models in which local 
structures evolve in time irreversibly will predict ir- 
reversible spectral broadening. 
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